BREAKFAST

CHICK-FIL-A BISCUIT (10) · $60.06

CHICKEN MINI TRAY · LARGE · SERVES 10 · $69.30

SALADS

GARDEN SALAD TRAY · $63.00
Serves 10.

KALE CRUNCH SIDE TRAY · $78.40
Serves 10.

ENTREES

8 CT NUGGET BOX MEAL (10) · $144.62
8 ct Nugget Box Meal With Cookie and Chips.

CFA SANDWICH BOX MEAL (10) · $144.62
CFA Sandwich Box Meal With Cookie and Chips.

GRILLED CHICKEN BUNDLE · $134.40
Everyone can build their own grilled chicken sandwich with our tender Chick-fil-A® Grilled Chicken breast, multigrain brioche buns, Honey Roasted BBQ Sauce, green leaf lettuce, tomatoes, Colby-Jack cheese, and bacon. This bundle of ingredients serves 10.

CFA SANDWICH (10) · $81.06
CFA Sandwich Box Meal With Cookie and Chips.

8 CT NUGGET BOX MEAL (10) · $179.62
Chilled Grill Sandwich Box Meal With Cookie and Chips.

SHINY CHILLED GRILL SANDWICH BOX MEAL (10) · $179.62
Shiny Chilled Grill Sandwich Box Meal With Cookie and Chips.

GRILLED CHILL TRAY (10) · $151.62
Spicy Chilled Grill Sandwich Box Meal With Cookie and Chips.

TRAYS

FRUIT TRAY · $58.80
Serves 12.

GRILLED COOL WRAP TRAY - LARGE - 14 HALVES · $100.80
Large Grilled Cool Wrap Tray

GRILLED COOL WRAP TRAY - MEDIUM - 10 HALVES · $79.10
Medium Grilled Cool Wrap Tray

NUGGET TRAY - LARGE · $179.90
Serves approximately 25. Includes 2 sauces.

NUGGET TRAY - MEDIUM · $109.20
Serves approximately 15. Includes 1 sauce.

STRIPS TRAY - LARGE · $179.90
75 strips, serves approximately 25. Comes with 2 sauces.

STRIPS TRAY - MEDIUM · $109.20
45 strips. Serves approximately 15. Comes with 1 sauce.

SAUCES

8OZ BARBECUE SAUCE · $5.03

8OZ CHICK-FIL-A SAUCE · $5.03

8OZ HONEY MUSTARD · $5.03

8OZ POLYNESIAN · $5.03

SIDES

WAFFLE CHIPS (10) · $36.40

DESSERT

BROWNIE TRAY - 12 · $23.10

COOKIE TRAY - 12 · $33.60

COOKIE & BROWNIE TRAY · 12 · $28.00

DRINKS

96OZ COFFEE · $28.70

DIET LEMONADE GALLON · $21.70

LEMONADE GALLON · $21.70

SWEET TEA GALLON · $11.20

UNSWEET TEA GALLON · $11.20